

Host Buzzard says:
The USS Seleya is currently in the Serana system where an away team has been taken hostage by Morosea'Da.

Host Buzzard says:
Captain Toorain at the behest of Morosea'Da beaming civilians into space, was forced to hand over the command codes to the Seleya.

Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya had destroyed the main Transporter grid and the power grid on the colony. In addition under Commander Esjam they have retreated to the edges of the Serana system, but not before beaming 5 armed Merc aboard, who they mistakenly took for the away team.

Host Buzzard says:
The merc's are for the most part supposedly confined behind a force field.....

Host Buzzard says:
***Begin return of the Damned***

Host Buzzard says:
***Begin return of the Damned***
FCO_Ekaf says:
::On the Battle Bridge at the Conn::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Looking at the unconscious OPS::

CTO_TPal says:
@::Still trying to save OPS life::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::On the bridge running Diagnostic::
CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Stands beside CO looking at the Mercs::

XO_Esjam says:
::On the battle bridge::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Morosea'Da: Now can we go?  You have our command codes. ::sighs::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Sir ... you know I still have that Cloaking devise we could use that .. if it will be of help

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Are the intruders contained in the Transporter room?

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Yes Sir

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: How long to install the cloak?

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Tactical should be dealing it with it Sir

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Keeps an eye on the platforms::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Unknown to be honest Sir ... shouldn't take to long

Host Morosea`Da says:
@COMM: Sel: You will return to the orbit immediately. If you do not... well, there are more civilians here.,

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Looks at the XO waiting for orders::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Waits on the XO for orders::

CTO_TPal says:
@Morosea`Da: Can I get our med kit please?

Host Morosea`Da says:
@::Nods at the CTO:: CTO: Slowly.

CTO_TPal says:
@::Moves to open the med kit and crabs a cardio stimulator::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Does nothing else but to look straight at Morosea::

Host Morosea`Da says:
@::Raises a weapon at the CTO:: CTO: I said *slowly*.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CTO: Do as she says.....

CTO_TPal says:
@::Places the cardio stimulator on ops and starts to shock the OPS officer::

Host Morosea`Da says:
@::Concentrates for a second and stops CTO's hand in mid-air::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Wonders if Sel will return at Morosea's Command::

CEO_Bolitho says:
FCO: You have the bridge ... hold position

CTO_TPal says:
CO/ Morosea: I just want to save her.

FCO_Ekaf says:
CEO: But Morosea’da said...

CTO_TPal says:
@Morosea: This will start her heart beating that’s all.

CEO_Bolitho says:
FCO: She said what ?

FCO_Ekaf says:
CEO: To return to orbit

CTO_TPal says:
@Morsea`Da: Please let me continue.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Looks around the area, might find something interesting::

Host Morosea`Da says:
@CTO: You may. For now.

CEO_Bolitho says:
FCO: We will shortly ... Now you have the bridge tell her we have been hit and making repairs

FCO_Ekaf says:
CEO: Yes Ma'am. ::stays at the conn::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Heads of the bridge and goes down to Main Engineering::

CTO_TPal says:
@::Continues to try to stimulate the OPS heart:: Morosea`Da: Thank you.

CEO_Bolitho says:
TL: Main Engineering

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Morosea'Da: So what are you going to do now you have Seleya's codes?

CTO_TPal says:
@Morosea`Da: I’m going to get a hypospray with a medication to help the OPS officer.

Host Morosea`Da says:
@CO: I want the ship itself... ::smiles::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Enters Main Engineering grabs two engineers and starts to install the Cloak::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Morosea: For what purpose?

CTO_TPal says:
@::Starts to move lowly with no fast actions::

Host Morosea`Da says:
@::Nods at the CTO:: COMM: Sel: If you do not return immediately, I will start disposing of people again. One for every minute you need to get here.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Opens a channel to Morosea:: COMM: Morosea'Da: Please stand by. We need a little time to repair the ship.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Still installing Cloaking devise::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Thinks "Repairs??"::

CTO_TPal says:
@::Takes hypo spray and loads 50 cc cortorzine applies it to OPS neck::

Host Morosea`Da says:
@Comm: *FCO* First civilian to be beamed into space in 10... 9...

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Wonders how badly the Sel has been damaged::

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: Take us back towards the planet 1/4 impulse

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Cloaking devise installed Sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Runs checks on it ::

XO_Esjam says:
COMM Morosea: We are on our way, please stand by

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Yes sir. ::moves the ship back into an orbit, but a long one this time::

XO_Esjam says:
*CEO* Good work

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Do you want me on the Bridge?

Host Morosea`Da says:
@::Beams someone into space, just to prove her point:: COMM: Sel: Not fast enough.

CTO_TPal says:
@::Loads 25 cc's of amp epi and continues to jolt the OPS officers heart::

XO_Esjam says:
*CEO* I think that would be good

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Aye Sir on my way

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Morosea: You pathetic creature

CTO_TPal says:
@::Uses med Tricorder to see if theirs any change in OPS condition::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Bangs his console in anger and disgust:: out loud: We have to do something to stop this.

XO_Esjam says:
COMM Morosea'Da: We can't go any faster without damaging the ship

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Morosea'Da: Let me talk to them.  I consider the lives of these colonists to be more important than the Seleya.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Enters the battle bridge and hears the FCO::

CNS_Albrin says:
@::Watches proceedings, quietly::

Host Morosea`Da says:
@::Nods at the CO:: CO: Be my guest. Although - one wrong word and you die.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Turns off the viewscreen::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Sir O'Riley did reconfigure the Transporter frequencies to match there's

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Nods:: COMM: XO: Commander..... this is the Captain.

XO_Esjam says:
COMM CO: Esjam here Sir

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: Sir I have a weak heartbeat we need to get her to the CMO as soon as possible sir.

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: We were too far away, this time

Host CO_Toorain says:
@COMM: XO: Return to the planet with the stardrive at best speed.  She's serious.

Host Morosea`Da says:
@CO: Stardrive?

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Sir, next time she'll have new rules. She's killing for fun.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Bites lip::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Kneels beside the CTO:: CTO: Any luck?

XO_Esjam says:
COMM CO: Aye Sir. Is there anything else I can do for you?

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Morosea'Da: Correct.

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Well when we are close Enough

CTO_TPal says:
@CSO: Very weak heart beat at the moment.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: Can she hear us?

Host CO_Toorain says:
@COMM: XO: Just remember that people are worth more than Tritanium.... and that the good of the many ought weigh the few.

CTO_TPal says:
@::Sets the cardio stimulator to help the OPS officers heart beat stronger::

Host Morosea`Da says:
@CO: Well, well. So noble...

CTO_TPal says:
@CSO: Unknown sir.

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: He can't be suggesting we leave him here?

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Moans a little::

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Is there any way we could store the pattern of anyone beaming onto the ship in the Transporter buffer indefinitely?

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: I'm not sure

Host CO_Toorain says:
@OPS: Lieutenant?  Can you hear us?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Sighs, gently squeezes the OPS's hand in assurance:: OPS: Hang in there Anya

CTO_TPal says:
@OPS: Don’t move your liable to fall back into cardiac arrest.

XO_Esjam says:
COMM CO: If I may ask Sir, how many colonists are left alive?

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Moans again::  All:  Ow!

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Well the few for the majority. There's civilians down there. that's the majority.

Host Morosea`Da says:
@::Smiles slowly at the CO:: All: I'm sure you will have fun. ::initiates the Transporter and beams to Sel's bridge::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Indefinitely never been tried before Sir .. But you can defiantly put someone there for a long while

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Turns around::

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Do it

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Has no idea::

Host Morosea`Da says:
All: Well, hollo there.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Is shocked to see Morosea'Da disappear::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Self: Damn!

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: I know it may be a little too hopeful but I can't just sit here and watch people die. what about a covert team beam down to the planet to take out their power cells?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Self: What the?

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: It could even be done by a one man team.

XO_Esjam says:
::Pulls a phaser and takes a shot at Morosea'Da::

OPS_Jameson says:
@CO:  I feel like I've just had my heart twisted about.  that WAS a dream wasn't it?????

Host Morosea`Da says:
::It takes only a little concentration to make everyone freeze where they are::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@OPS: I'm afraid not.  Don't try to move, you're very weak.

CTO_TPal says:
@::Puts hand on OPS not letting her up::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The XO's wrist is deflected at the last minute

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Jumps at Morosea'Da and tries to knock her down::

OPS_Jameson says:
@CO: Are we still on the planet?  Did we beat Morosea'Da?

XO_Esjam says:
::Freezes as he takes a lunge at Morosea'Da::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Looks around:: All: What was it again... oh, of course. Resistance is futile.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@OPS: Yes.... and apparently no, respectively.

CTO_TPal says:
@::Continues to try to stabilize the OPS officer using a sub dermal regenerator to repair the weakened heart muscles::
XO_Esjam says:
Morosea'Da: We'll see about that

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Self: Mercenaries.... fight for money.  For whoever can pay them.... ::turns to face some::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Stands beside the CO::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Enters the command codes into the computer::

OPS_Jameson says:
@Self: Today just gets better and better!

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Mercenaries: Gentlemen ::smiles:: Can we cut a deal of some kind?  How does..... a brick of gold pressed latinum a day sound? ::doing mental gymnastics trying to figure out the net worth of Seleya's entire complement::

Host Morosea`Da says:
Computer: Restrict access to all command functions to me only.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Feels helpless as he looks on at Morosea'Da::

XO_Esjam says:
::Keeps trying to move forward::

CTO_TPal says:
@::Scans OPS seeing how the sub dermal regeneration of her heart is going::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Sits down in the Big Seat:: All: Well. That was fun.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Just stands there frozen and can see the Transporter button::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Keeps trying to push down on the phaser button::

Host Morosea`Da says:
XO/FCO: Watch it, gentlemen. Killing you would be a pleasure.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Whispers to the CO:: CO: Captain, that won't work with them. They follow Morosea

XO_Esjam says:
Morosea'Da: It would be better than having to spend time with you

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Sighs as the Mercenaries seem silent::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Locks gaze on a stray PADD, and watches it raise into the air gently::

XO_Esjam says:
::Still pushing against whatever force is holding him back::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Murmers:: CSO: They're mercenaries.  By definition they work for whoever pays them the most.

Host Morosea`Da says:
::The PADD spins across the air and hits the FCO on the temple::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Thinks: I'd like to see you try::

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Closes her eyes::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Wonders if Engineering know what is going on::

Host Morosea`Da says:
All: Oops. ::smiles coldly::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Murmurs:: CO: They work for Morosea, no one else can pay them more than she does

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Mercenaries: A type two shuttlecraft between you?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Feels the pain and can't instinctively move his hand to it::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Is a little annoyed now::

Host Morosea`Da says:
All: Next time its going to rain consoles. Now, I've got a few plans, and you are going to help. Of course, you don’t have much of a choice, do you?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Is extremely angry because he can see a murderer::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Is annoyed by the Mercenaries' silence, shouts:: Mercs: Would you say something for god sakes?

XO_Esjam says:
Self: I'd rather be dead than help you

Host Morosea`Da says:
XO: I heard that. Thank you, you flatter me.

CEO_Bolitho says:
Self: Not in your life

FCO_Ekaf says:
self: Just unfreeze me and I'll show you who's a murderer

OPS_Jameson says:
@Mercs:  Please help me!

Host Buzzard says:
@<Merc> CSO: Shaddup!

XO_Esjam says:
::Tries to smile at Morosea'Da::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Merc> ::Ignore the OPS's plea for help::

Host Morosea`Da says:
All: I need you all in the cargo bays. You may move to get there. If you resist, or try to take a... wrong turn, you'll be dragged. You have five minutes starting now.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Eyes narrows:: Merc: You think you're tough, bring it

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Sighs:: Mercenaries: Morosea'Da Promised we could take our officer to a hospital.  You'd be defying her wishes if you don't let us do that.

OPS_Jameson says:
@:: Whispers::  Mercs:  Please!

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Immediately pushes down on the phaser button which is set to stun and wide beam::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Waits, smiling almost pleasantly::

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Come on

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc> ::Pulls out his disruptor and shoots the CSO::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Drops the still-floating PADD on the FCO, who folds up on the ground::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Unfreezes and looks at the XO ::XO: As you wish Sir

CTO_TPal says:
@::Moves over to CSO and starts scanning him::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Lays on the ground moaning in pain::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Follows the XO::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@Self: I just wish we could get a message to the saucer.....

XO_Esjam says:
::Heads for the Turbolift::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Still conscious, barely::

CTO_TPal says:
@::Scans CSO::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The 5 merc previously beamed aboard enter the bridge::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CSO: Commander, are you all right?

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Tries to stand::

OPS_Jameson says:
@CSO: Hazzem!  ::tries to pull herself towards him, but cannot pull herself along the ground::

XO_Esjam says:
Morosea'da: I assume you want all of the crew contained?

Host Morosea`Da says:
Mercs 1&2: Get him ::points to the FCO:: to cargo bay one.

CEO_Bolitho says:
Morosea: I need to get to Main Engineering to check on the Cloaking devise

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Breathes fast trying to calm the pain down::

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: He's just stunned sir.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Tries crawling to the Turbolift away from mercs::

Host Morosea`Da says:
XO: Don't you know the saying about assuming? Get into the cargo bay. You have about three minutes left.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Barely conscious::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Morsea: There’s a good chance it may cut all systems as it did before

Host Morosea`Da says:
CEO: I'm sorry, do you suffer from bad hearing?

XO_Esjam says:
Morosea' Da: I will comply. I just want to ensure that all of the crew are there with me

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc> ::Aims his phaser at the FCO and fires once into his inert body before dragging his body to the Turbolift::

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Drop it. We just need to make sure all the crew are informed of our new location

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Flops over::

Host Morosea`Da says:
XO: I want everyone in the cargo bay. Five minutes ago would have been nice.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Just looks at her :: Morosea'Da : Well if it does, its down to you .. XO: Yes Sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Gets up slowly again::

XO_Esjam says:
Morosea'Da: Consider it done ::activates the Turbolift::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the XO::

Host Morosea`Da says:
CEO: You won't live to see the next time I have to repeat myself.

CNS_Albrin says:
@CSO: Are you alright?

CTO_TPal says:
@::Moves over here to the OPS:: CO: Can you help me hear sir?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Nods:: CNS: I'm fine

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Smiles pleasantly:: All: Your time is running out...

XO_Esjam says:
Turbolift: Redirect to engineering section

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Moves over to the CTO::

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Be fast

OPS_Jameson says:
@CTO:  I can't move.  It hurts too much.

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Stops the XO/CEO in mid-breath::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Aye Sir  :: Runs out of the Turbolift and in to Main Engineering::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Transports XO/CEO into cargo bay 3::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CTO: I don't think it's wise to move her, we need to get her to a medical facility.

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: We have enough drugs to drug the entire array but no way to administer it you have any ideas?

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Damn

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: But how will we take her to a medical facility?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Nodding at the mercs::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Never mind Sir ... can try and go though the Jeffrey Tubes when I get a chance

CTO_TPal says:
@CSO: She is stable for the moment if we can get the guards down and out we can find a hospital or Transporter and get back to ship.

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: One way or another we need to get out of here. How is he ::nods towards the FCO::

Host Morosea`Da says:
Merc3: Erect a forcefield around the CB and monitor the readings. Make sure you remember all Jeffrey Tubes as well.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Frowns::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Lying on the floor::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CTO: We have no weapons, no mass dispersal systems for drugs.  I can't think of any way to take them out.

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Beams all the mercs in her team, yes, ALL of them, up to the ship::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Walks over to the FCO: XO: He will live Sir ... but he needs attention

CNS_Albrin says:
@CTO/CSO: I just wish there was something I could do mentally, but it's no use.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CO: captain

Host CO_Toorain says:
@ALL: I think this is our opportunity!

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CO: They're gone ::points::

CTO_TPal says:
@CNS: I will make her pay for us all if I can touch her mind for a second.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@AT: Spread out, let's try to find a medical facility, and a communications system, we have to warn the saucer.

OPS_Jameson says:
@CO: I could probably help mentally, but not physically.

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Can we access any systems from here?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CO: Yes sir

CNS_Albrin says:
@CTO: Yes, sir.

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: I’m staying with the OPS officer

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Comes around but can't move yet, there's still no feeling in his body::

Host Morosea`Da says:
All Mercs on bridge: Now we are going for a ride. ::smiles::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Starts looking around:: CNS: Stay with Lieutenant Jameson.  ::nods:: I don't want to leave her alone here.

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Was just thinking that Sir .. she has command codes ... I could try and over ride them using medical commands

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: We cant leave her alone here.

Host Morosea`Da says:
*Some merc* Position guards around the Cargo Bay. Think’s about the JTs.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Sees two blurs:: Out loud: CEO, XO is that you?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CO: Captain, I can see a city down there, maybe the colonists can help us

CTO_TPal says:
@::Gets up as the CO has given the job to the CNS::

Host Morosea`Da says:
Merc at conn: Get us out of the orbit. You know the way.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Nods::

CNS_Albrin says:
@CO: Yes, sir.

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: We can contact the saucer section cant we?

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: But whatever we seem to do she can anticipate. We need to find a way to block her

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CTO: We need to find a communications system, if they can get a distress signal to starfleet they might be safe.

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Laughs quietly as the big ship, whats left of it, glides out of the orbit::


FCO_Ekaf says:
::Manages to sit up against the bulkhead::

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: It is, take it easy

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya leaves orbit at full impulse and once she exits the system 
goes to warp

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Ow.. stupid idea huh!

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Stretches his legs:: CO: I could make it faster if I ran all the way

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Walks over to the shuttle bay doors and tests for a force field::

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Leans back in the captain's chair and watches::

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Gasps as a shot of pain runs through her chest::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: I'm sorry if I put you in jeopardy

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CSO: We're not splitting up into groups smaller than 2.  Since there are five of us, Mister T'Pal, you, and I are all going together.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CO: Understood sir

CNS_Albrin says:
@OPS: Are you alright, sir?

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Sir I could try and lower this should be to hard from here

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: You had nothing to do with it, it's that witch we have on the bridge

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CTO/CSO: Let's go.

Host Morosea`Da says:
<Merc at OPS> Morosea'Da: Some Federation freighters are straight ahead, ma'am!

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Stands up feebly:: XO: So do we have a plan yet?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Follows the CO, taking a last look at OPS and CNS::

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: Anything to slow her down. What about a communication system?

CTO_TPal says:
@::Follows the CO::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CNS: Take care of her.  We'll be back as soon as we can.  ::walks off::

OPS_Jameson says:
@CNS:  I'll live...   ::grins wryly::

Host Morosea`Da says:
Mercs at Tac/OPS: Have fun shooting them.

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: Not as such, but we are working on it

CNS_Albrin says:
@OPS: THAT's a relief....

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Looks over to the vent:: XO/CEO: Is that big enough for a person to climb through?

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Your Idea being Sir ? ... If we could get outside I might be able to access the Airlock by Main Engineering

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Walks behind the CO::

OPS_Jameson says:
@:: Laughs, but then winces::  CNS:  Don't make me laugh!  it must be a crime somewhere!

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO/CEO: Because it ends up directly outside Main Engineering.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Looks up at the Vent :: XO/FCO : Yep I could try

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Watches the screen as she sees the phaser beams cut through the freighters' hulls::

CNS_Albrin says:
@OPS: Apparently, it is on Deriben 4.

XO_Esjam says:
CEO: That would work, as long as the ship isn't at warp. But before we do that I'd like to get a message out to warn other ships and the saucer section what's happened

Host Morosea`Da says:
Merc at Tac: Good shot.

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Offers a hand to help CEO up into the vent::

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: I will try the vent First sir

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Laughs again::  CNS:  Hey!  I told you not to do that!  ::grins::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Takes the FCO help and makes her way to the Vent::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CEO: You'll need to take the third left, then the second right and then just go forwards.

CEO_Bolitho says:
FCO: I know where I’m going Lt

Host Morosea`Da says:
Merc X: What is the status of the forcefield around the Cargo Bay?

FCO_Ekaf says:
CEO: ::Smiles:: I know, I was just reminding you ma'am

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc X> Morosea: Fully functional Ma'am

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Just keeps on walking::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Apparently in silence::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Keeps helping the CEO::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles at the FCO ::

XO_Esjam says:
::Begins to pace around the cargo bay::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Keeps walking silently::

Host Morosea`Da says:
Merc X: Jeffriy tubes, Air Vents, everything else taken into account?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Gets to the vent and tries to open it ::

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: When we get the ship back if Morosea 'Da is alive can I have 5 minutes alone with her sir?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Wonders what is going on with the ship::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Opens it and enters the vent ::

FCO_Ekaf says:
CEO: Good luck

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CTO: No.  She will be tried under Federation law for attempted murder, kidnapping, assault and battery, theft of a Federation starship, and doubtless a multitude of other offences.

CNS_Albrin says:
@OPS: I wasn't joking.

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc X> Morosea: Everything has been taken into account Ma'am ::frowns:: If your so concerned Ma'am why not just jettison them into space?

CTO_TPal says:
@CO: Aye sir. ::not sounding happy::

CEO_Bolitho says:
FCO: Thanks ::Crawl’s though the vent::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Gives the CEO a final push into the vent::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CO: How well we capture her first captain?

Host Morosea`Da says:
Merc X: I might need hostages later. And even if not, the Orion's make take them.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CSO: Let's cross that bridge as and when we come to it.

OPS_Jameson says:
@::Looks sheepish::  CNS:  Oh......

CNS_Albrin says:
@::Winks::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Nods::

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc X> Morosea: As slaves good idea!

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Continues to crawl along the vent until she reaches Main Engineering ::

Host Morosea`Da says:
Merc X: Would you expect anything less from me?

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Frowns::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: If the CEO fails we should have a back up plan.

Host Morosea`Da says:
All: There is something... ::reaches out with her thoughts and scans the ship::

XO_Esjam says:
::Starts to look around for EVA suits::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Finally enters the outskirts of this place::

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc X> Morosea: Of course not ohh exalted one!

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Decides to block her thoughts just encase ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Looks around::

Host Morosea`Da says:
All: A stray mind! Someone is in the ship who belongs into the cargo bay, with the others.

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Sees some EVA suits near the back of the cargo bay:: XO: Is that what you are looking for?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Jumps in to Main Engineering and starts to manually eject the warp core::

Host Morosea`Da says:
All: I can't exactly sense who, for some reason... comb the ship. I want that person dead.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CSO/CTO: Come on. ::enters a building at a time::

CTO_TPal says:
@::Follows the CO::

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: EVA suits

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc X> ::Initiates internal sensor scan::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Enters the building, looks around the place::

Host Morosea`Da says:
Mercs: Get to work! Scan the ship! It is around the warp core, I can feel that mind.-

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Over there ::points:: you planning a space walk?

Host CO_Toorain says:
@CSO/CTO: Look ::points at a communications system, and walks over to it::

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: Maybe

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Walks to the console, presses some buttons::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CO: It's a communication console

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya's warp core is ejected and the Seleya comes out of warp

Host Morosea`Da says:
::Finally gets a hold of that person in Main Engineering and freezes her:: Mercs: Someone in Main Engineering... female... a strong mind. Beam her here.

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Tries to access it::

FCO_Ekaf says:
::Feels the ship come out of warp:: out loud :Well done ma’am

Host Buzzard says:
<Merc X> ::Locks onto to the CEO's life signs and beams her to the bridge::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::acquaints himself with the system::

XO_Esjam says:
FCO: Lets find those suits

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Materialises on the battle bridge::

Host CO_Toorain says:
@::Locks onto a Starfleet frequency::

FCO_Ekaf says:
XO: Over there

Host Buzzard says:
***Pause 'Return of the Damned'***

Host Buzzard says:
***Pause 'Return of the Damned'***
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